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In addition, the workflow requires a genome fasta file and an annotation gtf file. genome annotation file, an experiment-specific uORF annotation file is then generated using Table S1 ). To use this comprehensive instead of the experiment-specific 120 annotation file, the former needs to be selected by including its file path (uORF- 
140
The input data and the utilized tools are clearly defined and enable reproducible analyses ( 
151
To assess how the translation of the main ORFs might be affected by the uORFs, main ORF to-uORF ratios as low as 0.018 were observed, indicating that some uORFs might be 165 extremely potent in restricting the translation of their associated main ORF.
166
Subsequent calculation of the stimulus-dependent changes in main ORF-to-uORF ratios
167
( Figure 2B ), provides a means to easily identify uORFs inversely correlating with their 168 associated main ORFs with respect to the transcript-specific ribosome occupancy.
169
In the case of the analyzed test data sets, the 5% quantile of the strongest changes in (Table 1, Supplementary Table S3 ). These differences underscore that it is 173 advantageous to use comprehensive uORF annotations rather than experiment-specific ones 174 only, as this might e.g. overcome low numbers of annotated uORFs due to ribo-seq analyses
175
of either poor quality or containing low read numbers.
176
Along these lines, the experiment-specific annotation file identified only one uORF (uORF 2: to thapsigargin (Table 2) . Specifically, the main ORF-to-uORF ratio of PPP1R15A displayed a Table S3 ). All of these findings support the notion that thapsigargin 220 relieves uORF-mediated translational repression of specific targets.
221
In addition to the identification of translation-inhibitory uORFs, the output file also contains 
